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·T wo lei/led in co lle ge pr ot es t
BATON ROUGE , La.
(UPl)-M ilitant blacks seized
the Southe rn Unjver sity·
admini stratio n buildin g
yesterda y and two black
youths were shot to death
when sheriffs deputies retook
it. Authorities denied deputies
fired the fatal shots.
Gov. Edwin Edward s
declared a stste of emergency in
the Louisana capital of 200,000
populat ion, ordered the
campus closed until after

Thanksg iving and called out
the Nationa l Guard.
He said he had reports of a
"run on ammuni tion" and a
plot to assassinate him.The blacks took over the
building yesterda y morning
following two weeks of
militant action by Souther n
students who earlier occupied
-the administration building at
th~ New Orleans campus out
gave it up when Souther n's
president agreed to resign.

"The first projectile fired building.
came from the buildir:ig where
"As far as I know, none of
the students were," Edward s our men fired shotgun s or their
said six hours after the rifles," the sheriff. said. "We.
shooting. "Then officers began heard two shots from pistols
to return the tear ·gas. ·
from the crowd."
"And when it was over, two
Edward s said the two young
black men were killed "with
students lay dead."
Baton Rouge Sheriff Al · weapons or shrapnel," possibly
Amiss said his men did not fire shotgun pellets.
"The preliminary reports we
their pistols, rifles or shotgun s.
when they swept onto the have are that it looked like No.
campus to oust the blacks from ' 3 bucksho t," the governo r said.
the two-sto ry, . red brick · "This is very strange because

the officers were armed with
No. -2 bucksho t."
"They found no_weapons in
the. building," Edward s said
after officers searched it.. He
said a bomb exploded in
another campus building about
six hours after the first battle,
but damage was s.light and no
one was injured.
"The sheriff will order the
discon tinuan c -e of all
ammuni-tion and firearms sales
Continue d on page 3

. TODAY 'S WEATHER
Pardy cloudy through Saturday ·
with mild days and cool nights.
High today in low to mid 70s.·Low
in low 50s. High Saturday in mid
70s.
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such procedures be established,
-publicized and filed with the
Editor's Note: During the·
60s, student rights became a
chancellor in Tallahassee.
If non-ten ured faculry
rallying cry for concerned
Regents policy also requires
members fear anything , it's a
student groups. As we proceed
a
copy - of the Univers ity's
notice of
non-ren ewal
into the 70s, the .rights of
review
procedures accompany
faculty members are being eyed
(termination) of their contract
terminat
ion notices; . but Riggs
with increasing interest. This ·
from Carl Riggs, vice president
article, the first in a two part
ackno
wledged
this is not being
for Academic Affairs.
series, will look at terminati on
done,
although
termination
T heir concern stems not
and grievance procedures for
notices
are
being
sent.
· .
merely from the fact that they
faculty members at USF.
T
-~
his
is
---t
not
to
say,
howeve r,
are being fired, but also from
.
that
the
problem
·has
been ·
the unbelievable confusion
ignored
complet
ely
__
l)y
the
surroun ding their ability to
Adminis
tration.
fight it.
, . -~.-.:a;._. :;..._ _ ___,,;,......;;_
"---..-J . . Pres. Cecil Mackey has said
Procedures at USF are not
he favors establishing such
clear-cut and faculty members
of the_ local Americ an procedures via the newly
are often unsure what options
Federat 10n of Teache rs .> elected Academic Rela-r1on s
are av~ilable or even what their
chapter, contend _th~t W:it~out _·_ Committee, headed by Sotirios
rights are.
clear procedures, 1t 1s d1ff1cult · Barber, assistant professor of
Riggs admitted USF lacks
to tell . whether . a faculty· political science.
clear-cut procedures, but added
member
1s really being-afforded
Barber s peci-a Iizes in
Hare Krishn a
he ·felt due process ~hould be due process.
constitu
tional law and has·often
Rik Sharaj attemp ts to explain the Kristina
affordea to faculty members in
· This lack of clear-cut been critical of the Mackey
conscio usness to Susan Davis as she passes by near
every case.
procedures exists despite the Administrarion for what he
the UC. · Sharaj is a membe r of_ the membe rs of
Leaders of facu lty groups,
fact that since March Board of
Interna tional Society for Krishna Conscio usness .
such as Irving Deer, president Regents policy has required views as its failure to mqve in
the proper direction in dealing
with the faculty.
"At USF we have had
management and authorit y
,
without any leadership," he
said, but added, "The need has
never. been greater , the
opportu nity has · never been
By Christy Barbee
number of courses and sections due to
said, it " is npt the only solution. '
better
Oracle Staff Writer
for this committee. "
academic budget'cutbacks. ·
Asked what . solution he would
In·
the
meantime, howeve r,
Sl}bstitute he said, "I can't say that
Sections of courses were closed
Gilbert Kushne r, acting dean of the
· acc~ptable procedures do not
because each college has a different
yesterda y in the ·second day of
C91lege of Social and Behavioral
exist and one member of
situation. "
registration frust~ating · a number of
Science (in the absence of Dean TA.
Ba,rber's
committee ob~erved,
bean Theodo re Ashford · of the
students attempting to sign up for
Rich) said T he Oracle report earlierth is
'
"
Until
we get good procedural
College . of Natural Sciences reported
classes. T he Vice ·Preside nt for
week on the elimination of 45 sections
niles
set
up, I hope no problems
the enroll,tnent in his college is nearly 12
Academic Affairs had no explanation.
in the college was inaccurate.
come
before
us. "
percent higherth en it was Qtr. 1, 1971.
When questioned last night, Dr .. Carl
The 4 5 sections in seven departm ents
This
statement may reflect .
Classes are fuller and are working
Riggs, vice president for Academic
of the college are being " held back from
problem
s
this committee has
"hardsh
ips" on teachers, Ashford said.
Affaris, satd he "can't react very
early registration, " Kushne r said. The
had
in
handling
termination
"If we'd had the faculty, we could have
specifically" to why course sections
availability of these sections during
cases
leading,
in
at least one
offer~d•.a. bet~er spectrum of courses. "
were filling so rapidly and would look
regular registration depneds on whether
case,
to
a
suit
in
Federal
Court.
Tlie'·G.o
llege
.of Engineering .has a 30
into it this morning . . ,-' · , : .:::· . . , ":f.~~;~ollege receives its adjunct rpo~ey.
.
That
is,
there
is
nothing
new
f ricrease,f
n enrolline
USF's acaden;iis:,budg.¢t•W~s ,ct.1t,wlierl. :·'.·:.-:•::•Adjunct money · is: the :source for ::p:et'~e~•:-f.'tt
'nt'fi:o'm the 1
•
•
,,: ,.
' ' • .1
•
, ·about
haying
an
Academ
ic
first quarter' s en;6}lm enda iled·:·ii>',7 tfi:e'et :' :·-::1>aYirtg part-time instructors: .Riggs s~id . •-19'r+1Y'
fig'1·-"·,'re ,snd;,s·o~e• faculty ,meiuber,s
'
• •
·,◄ Relations Commit tee at USF,
are
carrying
Administration projections. Pres. Cecil
overloads, Dean E.W.
tht: reason the adjunct money situation
but in the past it has had
Kopp reported.
Mackey and his assistants planned on
"is as importa nt as it is now" is because
operatin
g guidelines sometimes
The adjunct issue is felt most by the
18,640 for their 1972.,:73 budget.
it involves the largest sum of the money
as
lacking
in clarity as the
smaller departments of the various
Actual enrollment only totaled 18,193,
cut by academic rebudge ting.
procedu
res themselves.
colleges. William Tremme l, chairman of
shy of the projection by 44 7 stu·dents.
Riggs said he does not approve the
At
least
this is the opinion o_f
the Religious Studies Departm ent of the
The deans of five of the seven colleges
solution being employe d by the College
.
the
le~der_
s
hip
of USF 's- faculty
reported no major reductions in the
of Social and Behavioral Sciences and
Continue d on page 10 •
orgamza nons. .
By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer
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U.S . - Han oi· _neg oiat ions con tinu e
By United Press International

Bishops pray for peace

N orth V ietnam said
WASHINGTON (UFI)-yesterday details about .the
signing of a Vietnam peace F or the first time in the ·history
agreement can be settleq within of the Vietnam War, America's
orye hour if Henry A. Kissinger ·Roman Catholic Bishops
"shows goodwill" in the . yesterday called much of the,
crucial new round of private bombing 'in Vietnam immoral
and asked that it l:>e ended.
talks with Hanoi negotiators
overwhelming l y
In
weekend
this
begin
to
expected
a resolution on
ving
appro
or early next week.
But even as it announced that V ietnam, the bishops said they
Hanoi politburo member Le prayed for a successful
Due Tho will arrive in Paris conclusion of the current peace
today for the talks with negotiations.
Kissinger, North Vietnam ·,
Heath warns ·Irish
rejected any basic changes iri
BELFAST (UPI)--Prime
the draft cease-fire agreement
Minister Edward Heath
with the United States.

[Stat e,
Rap
_.

u'
p

Cuba· awaits U.S. reply
. MIAMI (UPl)-A Cuban
government official said
yesterday the next step in a
bilateral agreement th.at could
end hijacking to Havana is up
to the United States . .
"We are now aw:aiting a
reply from the United States on
our proposal for a bilateral
on hijacking,"
agreement
Pedro Diaz of Guba's Foreign
Affairs Ministry told the
Miami News.

only on condition they post
bond insuring that, if they lose,
they can pay the other party 's
attorneys.

Red tide .

MIAMI (UPI)~ The red
tide, which earlier this week
rolled hundreds of dead fish
and-throat-burnin g spray on
south Florida's tourist beaches,
appeared yesterday to have
dissipated.
heavy
only
The
"The problem of hijackings concentrati~n of the _ fishkilling organism was found off
of planes and vessels originated
.
told
Diaz
in the United States,"
the coast of Palm Beach, about
100 miles north of here.
the News, "But we are worried
Officials of the Dade County
about it as much as anyone
Pollution Control Board made
else.
helicopter survey oft:he south
a
"Essentially, Cuba is willing
coast yesterday
Fl~rida
to resolve the matter of
and reported
hijackings through a bilateral aftern,0on
found no dead
they
afterward
agreement with the United
patches of red
obvious
or
fish
States," the Cuban official said.
tide.

Funding discr-iminates ·
TALLAHASSEE .(UPl)The Florida Supreme Court
yesterday postponed a decision
on whe_ther to hear an appeal on
the dismissal of a suit filed by
the state's four largest ~ounty
teacher groups chalienging the
constitutionality of Florida's
$1- billion schoql funding
system.
The. teachers charged in the
suit _ that the state's funding ·
discrirrunated against urban
children by not giving big-city
_schools extra funds to make up
for alleged higher co,sts of
_ running schools in cities.

A DIFFERENT
KIND OF SHOP
:FOR JUNIORS
AND GIRLS
SPORTSWEAR
Excess Baggage is aptly
named for the kind of
merchandise it sells.
Fact.Ory over-runs,
discontinued styles,
.samples for juniors
and girls. High fashion
now ieans~ ~horts,
tops and sets. ·vou'II
find much to choose
from, but we' 11 not be
completely balanced.

Len-non write-in

do with the resignation from
the caucus by 21 senators
Wednesday, · saying it was a
" repudiation " of the ~ay it was
run. He said it did not represent
a ' power struggle," between
him and Lt. Gov. Lester
Maddox, but rather , "a
struggle for soul of the Senate.''

ATLANTA ( UPI)--H o w
·about a presidential ticket
headed by f9rmer Beatie John
warned yes terday that an y
Lennon and former ,G eorgia
attempt to separate Northern
ll-America football Jake
A
Ireland from Britain by force
Scott?
would trigger a "bloodbath. "
Lennon · and Scott were
the
of
people
the
on
He called
the host of perso.nalities
among
violence-torn province to tu rn
written in for president or vice
their backs on extremists and group
joins
Muskie
president· during last week 's_
deny them sanctuary.
WASHINGTON (UPI )-- general election voting.
Ellsberg trial
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of . - - - - - - - - - - - '
LOS ANGELES (UPl)-Maine joined other party
ORACLE
Attorneys will meet next
spokesmen yesterday in urging
CLASSIFIEDS
date
the resigna'tion of Democratic
starting
a
fix
to
T uesday
5 Lines s1 0
National Chairwoman Jean
for the trial of Daniel Ellsberg
(31 spaces ea.)
Westwood, who still vows she
for the theft of the Pentagon
Ext. 2620
472
LAN
will fight to keep her job.
Papers, U .S. District Judge
Matt Byrne said yesterday.
1600 -POUND BULL PAWNS HORNS
A juriwas picked and sworn
AT
last July but the trial was
to
appeal
defense
a
by
delayed
. MENARD PAWN & GIFT SHOP
PHONE 935-7743
14038 N. FLORIDA AVENUE
the · U.S. Supreme Court
charging illegal government
wire tapping. The high court
earlier this week declined to
hear the appeal.

°

Demo caucus, disgrace
ATLANTA (UPl)--Gov .
Jimmy Caner called the Senate
Democratic Caucus a "disgrace
to the state" yesterday and said
an effort . to abolish it by
with him
senators aligned
"was successful."
Carter said he had nothing to

FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS
Thursd~y, Friday and Saturday

Ml BACK YARD

6902 N. 40th Street

system
is not an appliance

a $200 music
If you are looking around for a
music system in the $200 price
range you can either go to an
audio specialist (like us), or to a
large home appliance center or
department store. Fearing that at
an audio specialty store you won't
be able to buy anything for the
amount of mbney you have to
spend, you may well go first to
talk to the nice man who sold you
your refrigerator.
Following him past the air conditioners,
all-in-one-stereo-theatre s, and
freezers, you come to the corner
devoted to stereo ~ quipment.
"Here's a nice one," he says
pointing at a few nameless boxes.
"Marked d _own from $400 to $200
just this week. Buy it. You II like it.
If there is any problem, just ship it
back to the factory ."

a utomatic turntables. It can be
operated either manually or
automatically; there _is ·a
convenient cueing control. It comes
complete with cartridge, base, ,
and dustcover.

The receiver is made by Rotel.
There are controls for balance,
loudness, volume, bass, and
treble. There is a speaker selector
switch . It doesn't have the power .
to shatter goblets but it
reproduces music with a clarity
that is hard to find in an
inexpensive receiver.

The system price is $200 which is
$68 less than the price at which
we would sell the components to
you separately. It is a great
stai:ter system, it will get you into
quality stereo music, at a price
which will leave you some money
to buy records with.

The speakers are made by Alpha,
and are of an Acoustic Suspension
design. There is a 8" woofer and
a 3·' tweeter. The bass is firm and
clean, without any jukebox
boominess.
The record changer we are
recommending is made by
· Garrard , long known for quality

We at The Stereo Shop have an
alternative: our $200 -Garrard
Rotel Alph_a syste_m. Our
experience as specialists, in
listening to, and careful_ly
evaluating good stereo equipment
gives us the ability to carefully
choose the best .values in
low-priced equipment. Each
col'lponent in our two hundred .
dollar system has proved its value
and reliability in a series of tests
on our service bench; each
component is guaranteed by our
service department for two years,
· parts and labor.

AND CHECK OUR EVERYDAy·
'. LOW PRICE ·SPECIALS!
-

AR Turntabl·e list $90 ............ sale -$69.95
Shure 91 ED Cartridge list $54.95 . sale $24.95.
Sennheizer HD 414 list $39. 95 .... s~I~ ~ ~A,!5
Dynaco A25 list $79.95 .. ·_: .. . ·.... ~hie"" ·'$64.is
c.
._,,.,
. 1800 ft. Polyester Tape
·•

-

A .
th
•-'•ti.rv~e
S
,
.
ShoP
1

1

The . case is the fi_rst test of
Florida's 1971 Environmental
Pr_otectinn Act, which allows
individual citizens to seek court
action · on envifonm~ntai
matters. Taylor said tn\.. law
gar e citizens the right to sue

9301 56th STREET
, TEMPLE TERRACE
SHOPPING· _CENTER
9:30 TO 5:30 DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAY

I

/

ct

'

m~de _by A~p'ex . . . .1 •••_.-~ ,...

bso1oz:1ot1c

1536 s. dale mabry, tampa, florida 33609
phone 251-1085

·~..-

..-:•;'.) J, p
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... ~o~,.,~ ~• ~ ~1 " '
1
,U:4; _•
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FOR STEREO STUFF LIKE: ·
PIONEER, SONY, SAE, ADVENT
DUAL HH SCOTI, BOSE, AR
GARRARD, DYNACO AND OTH_.
ERS
_.,

988-3390
FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE ~ANAGER - TETSUO y·osHIKAWA One Week Service
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-study starts
·on graduate
programs

A study of graduate
programs throughout the state
university system to determine
their cost, quality and need has
been initiated by the Board of
Regents (BOR).
BOR Chancellor Robert
Mautz said the study will
evaluate graduate programs,
either
eliminating

unproductive ones or
consolidating them at one
university.
Each university his until
Dec. 31 to submit justification ·
of low productivity programs
to Mautz's office. He said the
Regents were particularly
concerned with programs
which have not produced an

average of at least two degrees
over the past three years.
"The study is probably not
going to effect us greatly," said
William Scheuerle, assistant
vice president for · Academic
Affairs at USF.
"The state is constantly
reviewing . things like this,

trying to cut out unnecessary
fat," he said.
Currently, there are 126
doctoral programs and 31 i
master's programs in the state
system, with 51 additional
doctoral ·and 64 additional
master's programs under
consideration.

Garden ·Club fights to keep locatio n
By Tim Matthew
Oracle Staff Writer

Manager of the Tampa
Men's Garden Club, site of
weekly jam sessions, is fighting
· to keep the clubs present
location near the old Tampa
airport.
The Hillsborough County
Aviati9n Authority (HCAA)
has proposed the 22 acres of
land be turned into a park.
Tampa Mayor Dick Greco has

proposed a special committee
study the plan.
The proposal by HCAA
Chairman James Trezvant
would trade a similar-sized
piece of land for- the Club's ·.
4444 W. Columbus tractT
The club's manager, Dan
Lingo, has indicated it is
"unlikely we would move.
The property they offered us is
in the mi~dle of an in9ustrial area ... it's polluted and dirty."
The purpose of the Garden

Two lei/le d--

Club, according to Bob an outdoor rock concert when, Lingo. "If they do it, they will
Gonzalez, public "relations according to Lingo, trouble be arrested or asked to leave
director, is to "provide a place occured with a police officer and not be allowed to return. I
for advancement of talents of all when the officer blocked a don't condone it."
Several USF and cuy
types of people. We want to . driveway in an attempt to
make it a place for people to do "antagonize and hassle" the organizations rent the club's
their own thing in their own approximately 2,500 people hall for meetings and other
place."
attending. The officer further gatherings. The club plans an
Lingo stated neither he or charged that drugs were being evening of entertainment on
Nov, 19 featuring bands,
any members of his club has .used, said Lingo.
been approached concerning a
"It's true that drug abuse has. speakers and motion picture
land swap. They plan to meet happened in the past,': said personalities.
with the City Council within
the next IO days to discuss the
situation.
Members ·o f the Garden
Nurse Students -You can
Club fear the land will be
·receive one or two years
renovated into a "carnival, like
, financial assistance from
Lowry Park." They also
the Navy. See the Navy
ques.tion the sincerity of the
Officer
Procurement Team
HCAA to beautify the
property.
November 20th, 21.st, or
22nd. 9:00 AM to 3:00 P
"This was a swamp area, but
Mat AOC 105 . .
we cleaned it up," said Lingo.
"If they want a park here, why
haven't they cleaned up or
improved
the
areas
surrounding the club."
3 HR. Cruise Only $4.00 Includes Sup er _
Last weekend the club held

continued from page 1
worst. Our prime 'concern is to
and the mayor will order get the university back where it
whatever curfew he deems belongs-in the · hands of the
necessary. The civil liberties administrators."
are suffocat~ at times like
Militant students at the
this," the governor said.
mostly black college had
"We have understood that a boycotted classes for two
group of 10 students have weeks at both Baton Rouge and
'-- banded together with the New Orleans campuses.
intention of killing me," Students sought the rt:signation
Edwards told a news of the school president, more
conference in a suite next to his control over student life and
state capitol offices. At least 10 better food and housing. ·
bodyguards in business suits
were in the room, with two at
each door.
Amiss said that during the
brief battle for the building,
students hurled "fragmentation
Members of the local chapter
Workers
( U F W ) are
bombs" and tear gas cannisters of the · Farmworkers Friends
concentrating their efforts in
at officers. Students who were Committee will meet at
Florida and, next to citrus, it is
inside the building later said all University Chapel Fellowship
the state's biggest money crop.
they did was pick up cannisters Sunday morning at 7:30 for a
fired by the deputies and throw trip to Belle Glade to attend a
Unionization efforts are
them back outside.
proceeding qn two fronts. One
rally featuring Cesar Chavez.
Coroner Hypolite Landry
involves a fight to get union
They plan to meet in Avon
said victims apparently were Park with similar groups from
recognition for about 3,000
shot. Amiss said one of the dead Gainesville and Orlando and
agricultural workers involved
men l9oked "like he was proceed in a caravan to Belle
in transporting the sugar from
trampled."
Glade,. the center '.of the .sugar field to mill.
One of the dead was growmg area.
Replacing foreign cane
identified as Denver A. Smith,
cutters with domestic workers
Sugar is one of the crops
20, of . New Rose, La. The upon which the United Farm
is the other union goal.
other victim was not identified
immediately .
. "Two men have been shot
and there may he more if
necc::ssary," Mayor . W.W.
Dumas said after the battle:
"We've sent. the dogs in to
MAGIC GARDEN
get them out of the building.
We are going to take back over
of STANLEY SWEETHEART
the administration building at
WEEKEND MOVIE
any cost," Mayor W.W.
.Dumas said.
~
"There is a price that you
. "Life of a Columbia University dropout"
pay for appeasement," Dumas
starring Michael Greer
"
said. "And _if you appease
people, you can expect the
·Friday' - Saturday 7:30 . & 10:00
Sunday 7:30
R

·UFW plans rally

~

Queen contest
ends ton,i ght
\

i

~

..

The ~selection .. of ·. Miss .:.
Uh(lru, USF's black queen,
will climax tonight in the
coronation at the downtown
Tampa Holiday Inn.
Doors will open at 8 p.m. ·
and the coronatio.n:W.ill begin at--9:30.
- Attire is African or Formal
and admission is $2.

50• with I.D.

NAVY

SUPPER DANCE.CBUISE

wecstW0 0d sh:o uld step ·aown
9

Democratic Na_tion11l Chairman (or · ._ .. Even many McG.overn followers are · and humanity are of course never lost.
. chairwomen · if..:". you pref~r) Jean . ~dvocating she be ditched. She has been But .it is wrong, wrong, wrong to view
- Westwood played virtually no- role in · ' labeled a ~sche11_1ing nonentity" because the results of the election as a hopeless
she spent much of the-campaign busily crusade against i.nfidels.
·the party's election disaster. But she is
probably the. most visible symbol of stumping to secure her own position.
Accommodation and compromise are
It would be tragic for people who not "sell outs.". They are the stuff of
McGove~ism and the crushing defeat.
If the party is to rebuild itself into a believe in George McGovern to feel which winning and effective coalitions
viable political force she must step , their cause is lost. The ideals of justice are made. Without them the party
down,
Mrs. Westwood's argumeqts for
retaining ,her spot simply don't' holg.
Her warning is .that the fight to oust her
AND
would be "dev-isive and unhealthy for
national
as
the party_!' Her continuance
· chairman · is one of the major factors
_ '
dividit;ig the party. .
28 of the 31
that
reported
been
It has
democratic governors are privately on
. re~ord · as favoring Westwood's
. , replacement ~ttheDec. '9 meeting of the
National Committee. Rem~tnberi~g· _
that preciou~, few gov<':mots ·. actively_ · :
backeq McGovern is reason enough to
_
- . appease them. ·
COPE, the powerful · and wellmoneyed political arm of the AFL-CI 0
is making .it clear irt no uncertain terms
that the McGo'vt!m-installed leadership
must be bounced. A critical factor in the
magnitude of the loS$ was the
disregarding of , many legitimate
concerns of the blue collar workers.
Also the Qetnocratic party is d~eply in
debt, ·-and· without the· ·financial
resources of COPE, .things .won't get
much better.

disintegrates : into a dozen quibling
factions.
At the beginning of the race Mrs.
Westwood urged Sen. . Eagleton to
remove himself because not to would
seriously divide the party. She should
listen to the same reasoning now being
offered her.

........~-oRJ\-c L E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DITOR.iALS

/

Edito'r;_
I was stopped by . a campus poli~e
officer recently, and reminded that I was
1'' \
traveling in the wrong direction on a
... I
_one-way street.' I am thankful to him for
~ rr wo~ OUEP. we F01LED nu: HIJ"AClaNGJ"
.
his concern for my safety·, and · for. his
' ,- ,· well-founded ady1ce: "Treat that
. bicycle like a motor vehi_cle." All wen
~and good.
Why~ may I ask then, are bicylces not
treated· as "motor, vehicles" by those
,
USF staff and 'students driving cars?
Nixon plans a very-extensive shake-up control, no matter how benevolent that
The way President Nixon reads the
Numerous times my fellow cyclists and dection returns, . his landslide victory
of the structure of federal government control may be. It is one thing to be well
, I have been · forced off the road, means the American people want
with .the objective of making it more taken care of, but. for those able to take .
· dangei:ously pinned· be~e·en two · government to spend less, tax less,
efficient and less costly.
care of themselves, it is far more
iiioving cars(as a motor .vehicle, ate we interf~re with µieir · lives less and
Even Nixon's severest critics would important to be free."
not also entitled to a. WHOLE lane in ultimately do less. He hopes to give
have difficulty in quarreling with that
That is Republican orthodoxy, thewhich · to tr~vel?), and almost side- them just that.
stated objective. The crunch will come kind of thing Nixon has been saying for
swiped by cars making left-hand turns.
when the President gets specific about almost three d~cades. But for the first
The Pre_sident says government has
I am sure that there are many grown fat and sloppy. He vows to make
what he plans to cut oµt.
time in his career, Nixon now may have
occurances which could b,e cited as it lean again. He says taxes ,are high
A literal reading of Nixon's campaign the power to put action behind his ·
_. "''power"- motor vehicks ignoring the enough· and he pr9mises to prevent • oratory would indicate the President words. He 'was-elected in 1968 with less
·· legal rights of "non-power" motor them from going higher.
plans to restrict the social role of than a majority of the popular vote but
·
vehicles.
government, curtailing many of the this time he received an overwhelming
On the morning after Nixon carried
Thank you, officer.if it were not for an unprecedented 49 states on his way
programs of. the past 40 years.
endorsement.
your advice, i might never have realized to an overwhelming electoral victory, .
In a campaign speech last month,
If the President tries to dismantle the
that we cyclists have rights too!
Nixon spelled out his "do less"
war on poverty or other programs .
he demanded formal resignations from
Jacqueline A. Braze every government employe above the
philosophy of government.
initiated by Democratic- controlled.
Sophmore civil.service level-some 2,000 people-to
Congress. But aides say he is convinced
Resistance expected
that the public supports his objectives.
give him a free hand to reorganize the
federal bureaucracy.
Efforts have been made before to cut
"Do we want to tum more power
Published four times weekly. Tuesday
Crunch will come
over .to bureaucrats in Washington in , the fat from the federal establishment
'through Friday, ~uri.n!J· 1he academic year
Most likely only a few of those
the hope that they will do what is .best hut government has cc:,ntinued t_o· grow.
period September through mid-June; twice .
for all the people? ... Most Am~rfcans Scoffers doubt that Nqcon will be any .
.resignations will be accepted. But White
weekly on Tuesdays and Thursct.ys during
more .successful than his predecessors iri
·· the academic year period mid-June through •" House spokesmen emphasized that . don't like to be under anybody's
· August, by -the Un~rsity o~ Sou1h__ Florida. ·
bring~g efficiency to the· government.
.

rwashingt-On

NJ~v;, ns landslide·

. .__...;...______________ ______ Norman Kempster]
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· Public support · for Nixon's costcutting effort may begin to fade if the
President starts to close down some
· federal installations-and ·in ·the process
throws people-out of work.
. OQe, possible reason fqr; the size of
..· .:. -Ni~o.n's victory:~at~o~cern .tha.t Se~. ·
' . ', Georg~ McGcivern· would close down
military bases and produce massive
unemployment.
Nixon is currently engaged in
extensive planning for his second term.
Perhaps the rriost important question he
,~I.I ' is pondering is how far to go toward his
. lm!I
goal of less government .

.
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.VISIT ALL THESE MERCHANTS under one roof
" MAN'S WORLD

ALEXANDERS

B. J.'s BOUTIQUE
BRUN ER'S INSURANCE .
CARD CAGE
CARNABY SHOPS
· COASTAL KEYBOARDS
ENOCH PRETZELS IT ALIA.N ICE
FLORILAND CINEMA 1 & 2
FREDRICK'S OF HOLLYWOOD '.
FREMAC'S

GAME CENTER
GENERAL NUTRITION
HABNER'S DEPARTMENT STORE
HARMONY MUSIC SHOP, INC.
J~ M. FIELDS
JOSIE'S .
KARMELKORN
KEENES NYLONS
KINNEY SHOE CORP.
LEEDS

LITTLE 'PROFESSOR

MERRIBEE NEEDLECRAFT

MONTGOMERY WARD'
MORSE SH:.OES
- OLAN MILLS
PAMELA -----ARTHUR
PANTRY PRIDE
RALPH'S KEY SHOP
REAL RICH ICE CREAM
RED BARON
REGIS BEAUTY SALON
STUARTS .
STUFF TO WEAR. '
SUGAR 'n SPICE
21st CENTURY
SWISS COLONY
THOMPSON JEWELERS
WALGREENS
· WALL & OCHS, INC.
WIG 'n YOU .

SEE THESE
ORGANIZATIONS
on hand during our
Grand Opening !
.

I

10 AM - 9:30 PM Daily
1 - 6 PM Sunday

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
•

Hear the CONTI FAMILY Singer s
FRIDAY 4 PM - 7P-M
SATURDAY 4 PM - 7 PM _

.

AMER.ICAN CANCER SOCIETY - Hillsborough County Unit
AMERICAN RED CROSS - Tampa ChapterBETA SIGMA PHI - Tampa City Council
BIG BROTHERS OF TAMPA, Inc.
_
BOYS CLUB OF TAMPA, Inc. (lnterb~y Branch)
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA - -Gulf Ridge Council
CITIZENS ALERJ, Inc.
.
DISABLED A~ERICAN VETERANS - Chapter_25 .
GREATER TAMPA YOUTH SPORTS ASSOCIATION
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY HEART ASSOCIATION
FLORIDA FINE ARTS GUILD, Inc.
FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY
'
IND'EPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS - Prospect Lodge 38
UONS CLUB - North Jampa Lions Club .
MARCH O_F DIMES - Hillsborough County Ch~pter
MENTAL HEALTH Association of Hillsborough -County
MILITARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
MUSEUM· OF SCIENCE & NAUTRAL HISTORY
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS & JEWS, ·Inc.
NORTHSIDE SERTOMA
NORTH TAMP.A CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
.TAMPA JR. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PILOT CLUB BAY AREA, Inc!, Tampa
Sl;MINOLE POST #11 l, .Inc. AMERICAN LEGION
ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL AUXILLARY
SUNCOAST GIRL SCOUT ·couNCIL
TAMPA JUNIOR MUSEUM, Inc.
THE CHILDREN'S HOME, Inc.
. THE S·l'UDENTS AR~- ClUB·- of_T~mpa
-~-. THR·EE 1t:INKS·-REBElfAfffocf~~-69 - ~• ...
· P'Nl1~.l?.·:~ ~l!~·~t~.~ f·~q~ tHt'. C:oNFE~~ACY
. YBort ·c1TY CIVltAf.J crui\--"·'·' •-•l-•
,,..,.i~.
XI ALPHA BET A
TAMPA EAST SERTOMA .
LA SERTOMA
YAMPA FEDE~ATI ON OF GA EN CLUB CIRCLES, Inc. ·

Magn ificen t!
-St~p endo us!
AMAZING! . ...

.

@@ ·.
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M ixe d me dia flcivors··Ma·r ria ge '
1

By Lisa Smith ..
Oracle Activities Editor

A total bombardment of the
senses is•in store for viewers or,
more like it, participators m

T-0day

8 p.m., Ch. 44 - Movie Marilyn Monroe in "The
Seven Year Itch."
- 8:30 p.m., Ch. 8 - Hall of
Fame- "The Hands ofCorm.ac ·
Joye~" a story about a
(Steven Boyd)
fisherman
fa~ing all the odds. He stays at .
the village to save his property
from an oncoming storm. ·
1:30 a.m., Ch. 13 - Movie"The Hounds of the
a Sherlock
Baskervilles,"
Holmes murder story with
Peter Cusliing and Christophe r
Lee.
2:50 a.m., Ch. 8 - Movie "High Noon," classic w.estern
with Gary Cooper and Grace
Kelly.

Raymond J. Schneider 's
· "Marriage 4 5' l," offered by the
soeech department today and
Saturday at 8 p.m.
The presentation deals with
the_melting pot of marriage and
· its irriplifations in three specific
eras of American history.
Schneider 's offering will
include oral interpretations of
works by such authors as James _
Thurber, Drothy Parker,
Mark Twain, Don Marquis
and Noel Coward:
Contempor ary works by
Clare Bootn Luce, Ray
Bradbury, Julio Cortazar,
Robert Anderson and Kurt
Vonnegut will provide the ·
literature of the 80s.
Schneider said he has
"evoked" the ~ras of _the 20s,

40s and 80s and their
pertinance to the marital
rather than
institution ,
arranged them in · any
.
sequential form. .
His mixed media effect will
be achieved through use of

Deat h penalty debated
The pros and cons of capital
punishment will be discussed at
the speech departmen t's
monthly Focus Debate,
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the UC
Ballroom.
"Resolv~d: That the State of
Florida should reinstate capital
punishment" will fean1re Maj.
Walter Hei~ich of the Tampa
Police Department, taking the
affirmative stand, and Maynard

Sunday •

1 p.m., Ch. 8- Pro Football New York Jets vs. Miami
· .Dolphins.
1 p.m:, Ch.-13-Pr o Football
Dallas . Cowboys vs.
Philadelphia Eagles.
· 4 p.m., Ch. 13 - Pro Football
- Minnesota Vikings vs. Los
Angeles Rams.
9 p.m., Ch. 10 - Movie George C. Scott in the award
winning World War II film,
"Patton."
10· p.m., Ch. 8 - Night
Gallery_- R.oss Martin and Burl
Ives ·as a murderer and his
avenger.

PRESENCE
Light
Rock
Flash

Door Pri_zes
Undergr ound RailRoad Posters Availab le

ST. PETE CAMPUS
Open at 8:30

LARRY AUSTIN -

COURSES NEVER CLOSE!

ANT 371-501 Anthropol ogical Perspectives (4) credits
Astronom y &
AST 351-501 The Heavenly Twins:
Astrology (5) credits
EDC 585-504 Perceptual Motor Development (4)
credits
Ec;S 423-501 Computer Systems I (3) credits
FIN 201-501 Personal Finance (5) credits
GPY 371-503 Weather and Man (5) credits
MUS 371-501 Issues in Music (2) credits
CBS 203-501 Personality Theory and Creativity (3)
credits

UNLIMI TED ENROLL MENT

Musical Directo r

LUCAS FOSS
Tuesda y, Novemb er 21
USF Faculty String Quartet
Perfo~ming Mozart, Britten and Reynolds
. •'••
'. ,.
...., .,.
...
'

Franchised -Dealer
SALES and SERVICE , •

l•!
220 E. Fletcher Ave
I'

Open 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
PHONE 971-2277

Bili Haskins Prop.

The presentation is free.

Sunday , Novemhe r 19
Orchest ra for New Repetor y
·First performa nce of works by Foss an9 Antonio u
LUCAS FOSS, conducto r JOCY DeOLIVER, piano· soloist
FRED BLACK, ·tenor soloist
Monday, Novemb er 20
Orchest ra for New R~petor y
• World Premiere of works by Cage, Jones and Budd
LUCAS FOSS, conducto r
' ELIZABETH WRANCHER, Soprano Soloist

Monday

RALEIGH

"If you don't like it, wait five
minutes," Schnei'der said. "It
has that much variety."

1972 -73 SERIES for TRADITIONAL
CONTEMPORARY and -EXPERIMENTAL
MUSIC

, 6:30 p.m., Ch. 10 - FSU
.
football highlights.
9 p.m., Ch. 8 - Movie - Jane
Fonda and Robert Redford as a
young · married couple in
"Barefoot in the Park."
9 p.m.; Ch. 10,-Pro Football
Atlanta Falcons vs.
Washington Redskins.
9 p.m., Ch. 3 - In Sane Hours
- a Walt Whitman tribute.

UNIVERSITY
·BICYCLE
CENTER

Schneider said that although
the close to 15 selections may
not actually be a part of the era
in which they are placed, "the
author lived then, or the
1s
treated
material
"
era.
appropriately to that

.
TO REGISTER,
TURN IN YOUR COURSE CARD(S) AT Y.O.U.
REGISTR ATION DESK OUTSIDE THE EXIT DOOR
AT U. C. BALLROO M ON NOV. 15, 16, & 17. FOR
MORE INFORMA TION CALL Y.O.U. - 974-2341.

RON SICOTTE
898-7411
Ext 253

newly·- elected
Swanson,
judge from
county
Pinellas
Clearwater, takingthen egative
view.
Graduate teaching assistant
Rob _Cribbs will moderate the
debate, free to the public.

of sound, musical and visual
images which hold it together
as a nostalgic experience. '. '

USF College · Credit Courses By Television - In your
own home or in a reserved room on campus.
Channel 16, WUSF/TV

-

Saturday

1: 15 p.m., Ch. 10 - College
Football.
8 p.m., Ch. 10 - College
· Football - UCLA. vs. USC.
8:30 p.m., Ch. 3 - Playhouse
New York - Tolstoy's final
days of his life, as portrayed by
character actor Harry Andrews
in· "The Last Journey."
ll:30p.m., Ch. 13-Movie Paul Newman is a tough
American heel in "Hud."

nearly all possible, ·walls,
reflectors, or bouncing boards
in the Language-Literature
housing the
Auditorium,
presentation.
"It's a loose show·,"
Schneider said, "put in a maui·x

.......,.
I
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;PM

USF' FACUL TY
All Concerts Are in Univer iity :Theatre ~t 8:30
STR1NG QUART ET
Tickets $2 USF f:=ull-Time Students $1
Theatre Box Offi~e Hours 1: 15-4:3 0 Weekdays~
Florida Center for the Arts
Depart ment of Mus1c
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BRUNER'S ·INS.URANCE .AGENCY
AUTO - HOMEOWNERS - LIFE - HOSPITAL.
2 Locations To Serve You

· WE$TSHORE PLAZA
872-6286· • · 877-4214
FLORILAND MALL
935-1187
M-F 8 am - 9 pm·
AUTO-RATES
Sat. Noon-6

- - - - -- - - - - - - ·- - -r1

1
New?
s
I\\That'
f.
•
f
Moody Blues • Jethro Tull
• Grateful Dead• Poco
• Loggins · & Messina • ,Peter
Townsend • Etc. • Etc.

a
'

I

f

"Hodag," Huber's creature of myth
attends to finding a human counterpart

Animat ed s-horts screen
through Film Art series
Twenty animated shorts,
from dramatic to comic; from
. serious to whimsical, will be
presented in "The Sixth
T ournee of
lnte~atiqrial
. Animation," a Film Art
. offerriog scheduled · Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights at
7:30 and 10 in ENA.
Admission is $1. .
The films are:
" Vamos Al Cine," Robert Swarthe,
USA - painted on film.
_"Eggs," John Hubley, USA - a
squabbling over human destiny.
"Une Bombe Par Hasard," J .F.
Laguionie, F ranee - a ·stranger visits a
town 1that is unaware of an unexploded
bomb.
Laurent
"Metamorphoses,"
Coderre, Canada -- shape begets shape
. in a swirl of colors.
_" First Man on the Sun," athan
Kaufman, USA - a concise look at a
universal truth.

Czechoslavakia-a
Stepanek,
frightening tale of love's suppression .
" The Elusive Now," Robert
Swarthe, USA - no computers or
opticals .were used .
· "Steel," Les Weisbrich, Computer
Image Corp. - a highly computerized
film .

Apres le Silence," Les Goldman , ,
John Clark and Fred Wellington , USA
- after the holocaust.
"The Further Adventures of Uncle ·
Sam," Bob Mitchell and Dale Case
USA - schemers are foiled by tw~familiar folk heros. Academy A ward
nominee. I 971.

lP' I
-

$3_99

~~~~~

3U4 Druid Hills Rd.
Worship: 1U:3U A.M.

CALL 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transportation
Are Invited to a Bible Study
MEETING with ACTS in U.C. 204
Monday evenings at 7:00 p.m.

Your Hosts: Basil and Pete Scaglione

I
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USF CAMPUS
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OPEN 1 :30-8:30

· Banquet Room Available After. l 0 P.M.
for Sorority or Fraternity Meetings

ALL FACULTY AND STUDENTS

IJ°USCH

f

Specializing in Italian and·
American Fo~d, Juicy Steaks,
Delicious Pizzas

L.C.M.S.

L.C.A.
l 18Ul N. 56th St.
Worship: 8:3U A.~. 11:UU.A.M.

* Special Orders Fast
* Concert Tickets

'

t
Lil.eration ·. ~iil}ie. 5er,,iee :
: 1117. i5"Jel, Slv"• - 935-5912 I
t
I

Our Redeemer

Christ The King

Fellini flick
Fellini ' s
Federico
"Satyricon': will be presented .
- by the University Film
Associati<?n, Sunday at 10 p.m.
in LAN 103.
The story of two rival
pleasure-seeking individuals
competing for a pretty boy's
favors in pagan Rome
inc~rporates · the picturesque
heroes and grotesque gallery ·of
humanity so well-known in
Fellini's films.
Saturday Review •called the
film " the first truly literate and
sophisticated film spectacle,
that creates a fantastic_ and
visionary universe while it also
retains a deep awareness of the
nature and value of its source."
Admission is $ I .

.f

L-UTHERA.N WORSHIP

" To Speak or Not to Speak," Raoul
Servais, Belgium - art confronts the
mass media.
· " ~'hinbone Alley, " John Wilson ,
USA - a sequence from the feature film
with " Flotsam and Jetsam," Carol
Channing and .Eddie Braken.
" Mr. Monster, " Farshid · Meshgali,
Iran - a boy conquers civilization and
mechanics.·
"Reclinging Act. " Zlatki:> Pavlinic,
Yugoslavia - sit t,JP and listen, art critics .
" The Haboush Portfolio," Robert
Mitchell, USA - artful commercials.
" The Seasons," Ivan Ivanov-Vano
and Yuri I orshtein,. USSR-puppet
animation through the four seasons.
"Recuerdos de Madrid, " Deari
Spille, USA - thoughts of Madrilenos .
"Impressio " Seppo Suo-Antilla,
Finland-an allegory with people and
bottles:
. "Hodag," Larry Hub<!r, USA - a
mythical beast searches for his live
counterpart.
"World," Jordan Belson, USAstylized technique.
'The Shooting Gallery," Miroslav

.

t ,

\

a
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"t1ifldsig·.· ht··_· ~,. F,S U ,questions legality

. of . secre t sport budg et

.

of a larger problem in which the
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)Messer, contacted by_UPI,
underlying question is whether said he told Kirwan he was
The Florida State University
In the sea1on's closing weeks, there will be a number-of key
(FSU) student body president · or not the policy-making withholding
the
athletics
games that wil aecide the bowl teams , conference championships
boards in the University are budget because the average
asked Attorney -General
and the national rankings.
open to the security of any teader might -be misled by
Robert L. Shevin Wednesday if
The first happened last week as A labama slammed LSU forthe
·
citizen," said Pietrodangelo.
various items, not knowing thethe FSU Athletics Department
SEC title qnd a probable Sugar Bowl bid. T omorrow it's
He said he wants Shevin to r ea-sons behi nd s o me
can legally withhold details of
Southern California against UCLA for thePacific-8 title and host
state "whether or not a expenditures . He said someone
its $2 million _budget . .
team in the Rose Bo\\'_!. Thanksgiving it is the Big-8 showdown
standing committee or · the who is not familiar with
Danny Pietrodangelo, the
with Nebraska versus Oklahoma. Two da ys later the Big Ten title
university, which is supposed running a big Athletics
2 2 - Ye a r - o Id
student
and Rose Bowl bid is decided with the Ohio State-Michigan clash.
to be , a democratic structure, Department would have no
government chief, asked
In the Western Athletic Conference Arizona State and Arizona
can
refuse to show its budget way of knowing if an
She vi n
if
FI or id a ' s
decide the league crown and the host team in the Fiesta Bowl.
and records to interested expenditure is "good, bad or
"Government in the Sunshine"
Record
indifferent."
open meeting law, or the public
·
persons."
52 Wins 25 Losses 3 Ties
documents statute, applied to
FLORIDA STATE OVER SOUTH CAROLINA--Th e
university
governing
Seminoles have been so jinxed with i•njuries that they resemble a
committees and the budgets
intramural team from the Mayo clinic. At Columbia, the ·
those committees prepare.
Gamecocks will not be so sympathetic and could eliminate FSU's
The FSU newspaQer, the
slim bowl chances.
Florida Flambeau, said in a
FLORIDA OVER'KENTUC K Y--lt is ironic that the Doug
front page report Wednesday
When you become a Lawyer 's Assistant ,
Dickey Show foll-ows ·evangelist Rex Humbard. Besides looking
that it sent news editor Tom
you 'll do work traditionally done by lawxers
- work which is challe ;1ging, :espons1ble
alike both are in the business of character building. TJ:ie only
Kirwan to a meeting of the
and intellectually stimulating . Lawyer 's
problem is that in football that means a losing season. But at a . University
At h I et i cs
Assistants are now so critiGally needed that
Gainesville Homecoming, the Gators will not be so meek and · Committee late last month .
The
Institute for Paralegal Training can
shall inherit the game.
Kirwan said members of the ·
offer you a position in the city of your choi~e
TAMPAOVERB OWLINGGREE N--Tampa is learning its
committee let him sit in on their
- and a higher starting saJary than you d
way around the big time college circuit. Against major college
budget talks, but that Athletics
expect as a recent college graduat_e. He_re
is a career as a professional with financial
teams there was a large defeat, then a narro w loss, last week a
Budget D_irector Doug Messer
rewards that increase with your developing
narrow win and now perhaps a large win is i~ o~der. fast Freddie
refused to let him see a copy of
/
ex
pertj se .
and his offense will have to be at their best however.
the budgel they were
If you are a student of high academi·c
AUBURN OVER GEORGIA--The Bulldogs ha ve shown
discussing.
standing and ·are interested in a legal
that without an offensive line their fine collection of running backs ·. ·"Messer told me that it
career , come speak with our representative.
can't go too far. The 11th rated Tigers are a win away from the
wouldn 't be fair to publish the
Gator Bowl and at Cliff Hare Stadium it will be difficult for a
F SU budget without
Contact the Placement Office.
Georgia upset.
·
_
comparing it to other Florida
A representative of The Institute
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OVER UCLA-~ln addition
wil l visit your campus on :
college athletics-budgets," said
to the second highest scoring average in the nation, the Trojans
Kirwan.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28 ·
have as good a defense as their namesakes. T he 14th ranked Bruins
Pietrodangelo said there was
will be their toughest task this season but are un-likely to dislodge
more to the affair than just the
NOTE : If the above date is inconvenien t for yo u .
.top rated USC.
_ athletics budget.
please cal l or write Th e Institute fo r informatio n.
IOWA STATE OVER MISSOURI--Both of these Big 8
"The Athletics Departteams have been ·spoilers in the Midwest. Twelfth-ranked Iowa ment's actions are a symptom
The Institute for
State has the best all-around quarterback in the nation in George
Amundson and want to keep their exc.ellent bowl chances alive. A
Paralegal Training
·win for 19th-rated Missouri wili cause some holiday gossip for
13th fl oor . 401 Wa ln ut St .. Phi la .. Pa . 19106
(21 5) WA 5-090 5 ·
them.
TENNF.sSEE OVER OLE MISS--The last timethesetea~s
Men's Football
met Tennessee again had the better team but made the mistake of
Cookie Men 15, Pi Omega Tau 13
likening the Ole Miss team to a bunch of mules. T hey were
Beta 3 East 13, Beta 4 East 7
Pi Kappa Alpha 46, TEKE 0
promptly kicked 38-0. This week the 13th-ranked Volunteers are
7-Up 15, FHAC South 0
having their mouths taped along with their ankles.
Eta· 2 1, Iota 2 0 (forfeit)
COLORADO OVER AIR FORCE--Both teams close their
Theta l. 1, T heta I O (forfeit)
seasons and 15th-charted Colorado needs an impressive win to
Wetbacks 62, Bern 0
solidify their bowl chances. The Buffalos should ramble.
L;Jmbda 2 4 1, Eta 0
Lambda 2 4 1,
WASHINGTON OVER WASHINGTON ST A TE-Coed Football
Huskie quarterback Sonny Sixkiller is back after missing four
IM
Athletic
Supporters 26, ·P.E.
games. The recy'c_ied version seems more potent, doing in UCLA
Majors 12
last week to boos,t Washington -to the 17th slot. But the state
• I
BCM 6, Missouri Owls O·
' championship ~ill be no easy task again er the improved and 20thFontana 21, Dare to be G r~re 0
rated Cougars.
FHAC, Penthouse 19, FH AC 6
Women 's Basketball
TEXAS-EL PASO OVER COLORADO STA TE--Two of
BCM
27, Gamma 5 East 23
the weakest teams in the nation (2 wins in 19 games) shuffle
against each other at Fort Collins, Colorado. Latest reports are
that ticket sales will soar into the 90s. In this classic the game
should go to the first team that recognizes the football. The
Miners appear to have the better eyesight.
By Alan Hinds
Oracle Sports Writer

Acareer in law ...
·without law school.

Comm unity
Works hop

Titne ~orrection for cage
contes t,-tennis ·ga,nes
.100,000 people jammed the Stephen Foster Memorial for this
year's White Springs folk festival, _four days of the finest
picking and singing country soul known. But it got too big and
too popular for its Suwan.nee River Campsite and this past
festiv-al may well have been the· last. The power and the
charm of the music, however, has been captured on the ·
White Springs Album, recorded _live at the festival, now {
available 091 _fte!!!,': J ap~. ~n~ A oubler lP ?!•) he J9ll,o ~ -(ng l
•
P • , · ~i , .. \:/.; ......
~ • ~,
~.l
.. --,
I•
. .;
Iocat1ons:
·
·
:.
11
.,\. .. -.'._\"i)"\._l

~

!",.,\

••t

.,~c••

,,-_-.-., ....,·, ,.~.

USF Bookstore
Record ,Man
Fowler & Florida Ave.
Rasputin 's
Kennedy Blvd.

~•

:
· Music Library
Britton Plaza

Stereo-go-Round
Ken nedy Blvd - Busch Blvd.

. .
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Bo.o ters· b_e9in- N .C AA title bid
By DJve Moormann

.,

..
The deadlock' · with ·· the-. pl~y'offs, defeating Navy o~ce,
BiS9fiS ·--iast week. : ' should losing .to the same squad three
improve the .ati:itude ·of his tim~s ·and dropping . a 4-1
athletes Holcomb said, and ~ecision to Maryland.
But past accolades are no
· going into the big match .his
.
longer
of ·any use. A new
players are in the.fight frame of
.
season
has
begun.
mind.
"No; we're not · overco_n fident," the Brahman boss
said of his team whi~h is the _]~ COStS tO '$ 8.8
top-randed college team in the
·
South but still . not in the·
nation's Top 20.
"I wouldn't think this would
A reminder to alls~ccer fans
· put a lot of pressure on the that admission will be charged
guys·, they've played_in bigger · to Sunday's NCAA playoff
games than this.",
. .·· . .gamt; · between USF . and
- For the past··-thi:~ . seasons · Madison College beginning at
• USF . has . appeared i,n- .po~t:- t P·!Il· on the Br.ahm·an-sotcer
seaso_n ·play, competing ·in a . -field;
.
.
_. tourpey · f~r b9th ' university: • Adult ticket prices at~ $2,
and college division schoqls. · students with ID's, $1 and
The Brahmans are 1-4 in the children under six, free ..
.,

_\.

'•.' Sdth teams are evenly
Oracle Sports Editor '
matched . in the . offensive···
USF's ·2-.2 tie with NCAA
~tegoty. USF le~ds Madi.s on
cha111p Howard. was nice and
-by-op.e·goal, 43 to 42, while the .
Dukes record i~ an outstanding
the Brahmans 8-3-2 seasonal
record against"stiff co,mpetition· · .12-1, their lone loss coming to
was impressive but·it's time to·
Washington College in an early
forget them.
season tourney. .:. A new seas~n has begtin;.it's
.. But Madi;on, the fourthknown as the playoffs . . -·
ranked . team ·in the South,
· Coach Dan Holcomb and his
cpmpe~ed
against
coµege
: troops enter what could be a
division foes as compared to
' .long road to the NCAA college . USF's . University dominated
Dan tlo.lcomb
crown· with an:opening round ' schedule .· which . included
contest' against Madison . Howard· and fifth-ranked St. knee . ligaments prior .to the
Gol~ege .Sµnday on the soccer .: Louis.
matqi with Howard should be
·
_
As far as physical shape go.es
back to_~ormal: The .6rahmans
. field at~ p.m._ _·
. · j11st)ike thena~ion's Q.µrQber-:_ , ,the-- Brahmans- ~ppear· .s ound.' :, hav~ :' ~mp~ess~. . 0 -komb ·
·, on~. s~ool~>the: Dµkes · bring · _ _&;,'th :·Bob.· .fl~~ - and" Sean· ·· ~urmg ·. ~etr ,fr~lls_· f~L. ~he
:: ~i~ . :_- rherii ' ~an .impressiv~,:· _ O'.ari_
en h_a~e mis~ed . ptaciice NC~, . Col1ege :, D~vmon
" def~s1vetecord. ··. · ·-. ··"" thisweekbutHolcoinbexpects . J:llay~ffgame and, t.h.e -so~eer .
. In its -~3 games this year, the _ _to have them · for Sunday's
coach ~ooks for good thmgs
· college fr?m Harrisonburg, · game and George Unanue; · from his boot_ers.
Va. has allowed but fiv.f goa•s . USF.'s . leading •scorer with
"We've been sharp in commented ·
- w,iile recording nine shutouts.
eight goals, who strained some· practi'ce,''
Holcomb: "We haa a good .
heavy day of fitness yesterday
and
we'll work on our ball
.
'
.
.
OF TEMPLE TERRACE
~omrol and shooting today. .
Terrace Plaza Shopping Center • 988-2971
"There mainstay is defens~,"
.
.
.
he · explained referring to
SPECIALS' THlS WEEK
. ,
'k bl
Reg .
Sale .
s
remar
a
e
success
·
::A ga i_nst · St. Leo . the .St. Pete; sburgJC. The 1r9j~s .M ad1son
c
AM/FM Stereo Rec.-Cass.
Tape Recorder .• .... .. . : . 209.95 129.95
90 Watt 4-Chan. Amp. , Speakers and Turn table .. .. . 464.45 369.95 .
Brahmans went nine pins 'over • - total of. 2,142 was well above 'On d eiense, " bqt we were able
to overcome ·Howard (who
25 Wa tt AM/FM Stereo Rec., Speakers & Turntabl~ .279.90 .229.9 0
the·tna_gic markto turn back the
.USF' s l ,_883. . - . .
.
had allowed just . four goals_.
4 Cl!annel Synthesizer, 2 Speakers ... , . . . . ... ... . . . . . 59.95 49,95 '
.Monarchs. Vic~i Wallenfells
Again Walle~fells led the
b~fore playing __ USF).' '.
~- .
. ,
. ..
·
··
·
· . grabb~ ho.t h -'_ high scratch
.. ,.. ~aine ·a.,11d tcip. ser.ies ,with ~ 12. . -~ r~an·s with_high .average of
_ and 157 respectively,
13'4 whileSharon Myei:s. too_k.'
top scratch game with a 157. ·.
USF finally broke 2-,000 in
the · Mailographic _ Bowling .
TournarneIJ,t to capture one of
USF CHEMISTRY q_u,
.
.
two rec,e nt matches--against ""ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
fellow. Suncoast League foes ..
MONDAY' NOV. 20 . 2PM CHM.102
But C9acli JiU Barr and- he.f,
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
AFRUATION TO ,BE DECIDED '
: ' ~e,glers didn't fair so .well with.
0

•

.

NCAA playoffs

1:

RADIO SHACK .

·-s r-hrnan-bo. ·w lers split
pair in Mailographic ·_
~

:,

Introducing

th(-i ·Graduo~~
SENIOR PICTORIAL BOOK

Six:rlt ln-rER:nA-riOnAl
.•TOURflEE ..of

. It's a little like a year.,ook,

·A-niMATion

only it reads a lot. ~etter.
New fangled •. The new honest appr~_a ch
in Senior Pictorial Review s.

thP G,aduatP

'.
~nly

$200

Portraits will -be talcen November 20 - December 1, 1972
During these twci weeks the photographer will be on campus during the houB of
9 AM to 6 PM, Monday - Friday .
.

--

I

MAKE YOUR
A-PPOl'NtMENT .NOW

Call 974-2679
9r Come to LAN 472
8 AM to 5 PM

A unique program of 20
. short animated filni•
· . gathered from the finest
studios around th• w.orld.

~-,n,iors gr~c;!u~ting during Qtrs. I, 11 111, IV
L.! '' 1c1· h , ,J . , },l .. )
)
. ,
!
_-;., _._,; 1 -I'sn,~!J ,
ave ~heir '·p~rtrait_s) oken now in
. '..~•., orde,r .to be .pictured'· m the book. Portraits
·~: R·r'ii'·.EREEJ .. .
..,..... . .,.
I

.-"

'

\

'ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM .
. (ENA)

~--1-. 00 -

Ftorida Center for the Arts

Film Art Series

•

,,

Beginni179 ....

/

(

)
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Study suggests larger teacher .loads
supertutors. And ·the students,
in turn, during the course of
t}:ieir education get exposed
more frequently to the great
mentors.
As with all innovative plans
in education, this one has a
study to support it. It is called
Higher Education with Fewer
Teachers. The study bby the
Management Division of the
Academy for · Educational
Development (AED) involved
80 four-year colleges and
universmes plus 36 law
schools. Each had increased the
student-faculty ratio to 20 to 1
or more. That compares to a
current national average of 12
to 1.
Even modest increases in the
ratio result in savings of
millions. Just increasing the
projected student-faculty ratio
from 15. 7 to 1 to 17 to 1 would
reduce the aggregate budget for
instruct.ion from $113 .5
million to $104.8 million.
Many of the administrators
questioned ·during the study
said the higher ratios have not
impaired the effectiveness of
the education provided.
"It is clear. that within broad
limits the number of students
sitting before a faculty member
in a classroom has nothing to
do directly with the quality of
the educational results
achieved," Alvin C. Eurich, the
academy's president, says m
the report's foreword.

NEW YORK (UPI)-Colleges students and one teacher
and universities .don't need to comprise the ideal learning
keep passing the hat to relieve situation. It also reduces the
· budget for instruction.
fiscal fits.
Rather than w~tering down
What they might try instead
is upping the number of the quality of education, such a
students taught by each move may improve it. The
teacher. Doing this smashes schools, with more students per
one of the idols of the a_cademic teacher, actually can get more
world - that a handful of mileage out of their

Students petition
Two political science majors are circulating a petition
urging the University to reinstate a course listed in the
schedule, but closed by the_departme1.1t.
The course, POL 432, was listed in the University Qtr.
2 Schedule of Classes. However, since publication of the
schedule, the course has been cancelled.
Dr. Maurice E. O'Donnell, chairman or the
Department of Political Science, said, "The course is
usually taught by Sotirios Barber, but he is on a released
time grant for Qtr. 2, so we made arrangements for arr
adjunct instructor to take over the course."
·
"Then when the University cut back funds for
adjunct instructors, · we had to cancel the course,"
O'Donnell said.
Tom Tankersley and Craig Hinton are circulating the
petition urging the Univers'ity to reinstate the course
since it was offered in the schedule.
''This is the last quarter I will be here, and the course is
recommended for all pre-law students, and since they
offered it in the schedule I thipk they should have the
course," Tankersley said.

-FOR Y O U R - - - - - - -

fNFQR MATf QN
Free concerts
"Trucking for Jesus " _concerts · will
be presented by the Son Worshippers,
Monday and T uesday .
·
Jesus People USA, Heavenbound ,
Charisma, the Resurrection Band and
the Ages will be among the musical
entertainment.
T he Monday concert will be held
· from 7 p.m.-midnight in LAN 103 and
the T uesday night concert will be from
7-10 p.m. in the Lowry Park
Bandshell'on Sligh Avenue.
T he concerts are free.

New course
, A cou·rse in structural movement will
be offered by Dr. Joseph Dellagrotte,
next quarter on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 9 a.m. For_ further
information contact Della Grotte,
242.

Class--

Mass Com electio.n
Elections for the Mass Com Studen;t
Advisory Board are Monday and
Tuesday in LA N 474.

Cuban courses
T WO courses examining the Cuban
revolution and other recent struggles in
Latin America will be offered during
Qtr. 2. Latin America in the N ational
Period (HT Y 252 ) and Armed
Struggle in Latin America, 1960- 70
(HT Y 591 ) need no prerequisites . For
further information contact the history .
department.

Veteran's Council
The Veteran's Awareness Council
will meet Monday at 2 p.m. in · UC
252W.

· College of L;ng~ageLiterature said his dc:partment' s
faculty now consists of four
adjunct professors, four fulltime professors and shares two
instructors with oth"er
departments.
"If anything happened. (to
the budget) we would lose the
adjuncts," Tremmel said.
"Two are holding up parts of
the curriculum. " If the
department -loses its adjuncts
there will be "big holes" in its
program, he added.

A special service of the tenth
anniversary of the dedication of the
Bishop Moses Memorial Episcopal
University Center will be held Sunday
at 11 a.m. in St. Anselm's Chapel on the
USF campus.

.

Genetics speaker
Dr. David Rife of the University of
Florida will discuss inherited traits of .
hand and palm prints Monday at 2 p,m.
in th.e Engineering Auditorium . .

l)C movie
"Th'e Magic Garden pf Stanley .
S~eltil\art" .will be the UC f.eamrc? film
t~dai~!1d ~turday at 7:30•aind 10 e-1!1·
and Suf!day.at 7:30 p.m .,i1,1,;l.A:--:,-,1 0., .
Admission is 50 cents.

Psychology speaker
_.)

Dr. Wayne K. Kirchner, a leading
industrial psychologist, will lecture
Monday at 2 p.m. in SOC 15 3.
Kirchner is director of personnel
research fo r the 3M Corporation.
.

.

'

CAR TAPE DEC.KS
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
8 TRACK• Fl.NE TUNING• TONE ADJUSTMENT
NOW $39.95
AM-FM • MPX 8 TRACK • FINE TUNING
_
$79.95
. _ QUAD • FINE TUNING • AUTOMATIC HEAD CLEANER
$99.95
40 WATT• 8 TRACK• FINE TUNING• PRO-GRAM REPEAT
FAST FOWARD • HEADPHONE JACK
$89.95

STEREO WORLD
988-7059

4812 BUSCH BLVD.

OPEN 9 AM - 10 PM

RECENT RETURNEES FROM

CHINA AND CUBA
WILL SPEAK AND SHOW COLOR SLIDES
'
AT THE UNIVERSITY BALLROOM
ON SAT. NOVEMBER 18 AT

PM

ALSO

WOMEN AND SOCIALISM
AT THE WOMEN'S CENTER
405 GRAND CENTRAL AVENUE
DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM U.OF TAMPA
Women

Only Please
Child Care

Availale

8eol'g8will
alter J0111'8P-

George ltd./ 1708 So. Dale Mab~, Tampa
Shop Hours: 9:00 to 6:00- Monday & Thur;sday 'til 9_:00_

AIME

Church seryice

quarters or semesters or years.
- Eliminate classes such as
Latin, where student interest is
low but offer an exam in Latin so that a student proficient
through private study may be
tested and given credit.

- Increase the size of all
. freshman
and sophomore
Among the 19 ways the classes and decrease the size of
report lists to incre.ise class size the junior and s_enior classes.
without impairing the This would call for fewer
teachers in the last two years educ.ational process were:
- Going to closed circuit when fewer teachers are
television to tie together a lot of needed. The experience at mo st
schools shows that there is a big
classrooms.
- Offer small-enrollment dropoff in enrollment in the last
courses only m alternate two years.

continued' from page 1

soc

The student ·chapter of AIME will
meet at 2 p.m. Monday in CHE 208. A
film and discussion -on estumie
hydrqlogy and environment will
highlight the meeting.

"Educational quality
depends upon the availability
of top - note}) students and
teachers and the use of excellent
instructional methods, upon
the efforts and interests of
students; and upon the constant
interaction of students and
faculty members."

'

IIBfilll
Fiats FaJ1tastic ·12a Sedan
Front Wheel Drive - 35 miles to a gallon!
U,i,der $2000
Sales, service . 5804 North Da.le Mabry
quality us~d ·
&
Tampa, Florida 33614
.cars
Parts
Phone. (813) 884-8464
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CLASSIFI ED ADS
Services Offered

TY PIN G - FAST, NEAT,
ACCU RATE. All types of work.
1 ina Schiro, 111 IO f\. 22nd. St. 971 . 2139. If no answer 235-3261.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
electric - Statistical Data ,
IBM
Dissertation, Thesis, Resumes, T ei-m
Papers T urabian, Campbell, USFReferences-G loria 884-1969.
~- YPING NEEDED? Just call rhe
" Square" Secretary. It's an IBM
typewriter-Pica or Elite type size as
needed. 254-5463 or 879-5581.
fl{EE L.S.A.T. Prep course in
exchange for assistance in promoting
L.S.A.T. prograrn Call/ Collect l305-651-3880. American Educational
Services. ·
TBI K PHOTOGRAPHY. Plan
now for Holiday G ifts. Creative
d_istincti'>'.e 1,;ortraits, we·ddin gs.
Personal photo cards. Art photo prints.
Mike C:ampbell Ph: 233-3561.
£,?.st accurate typmg at reasonable rates.
- Adler Office Elect~ic, Pica Presidential
type, cloth or carbon ribbon. Call Jan ·
now before the rush. 233-5251.
TYPING
Secretarial Service
Good Work for Less
Campus Pickup and Delivery
933 -48 14 or 932-4132 ·

Personals

Stereo components: Like new Sansui
mp;
I Ow
A -U - 999
Benjamin/ Miracord 50H tu rn rable ·
wf new Shure cartridge & dustcover. 2
Fisher XP66B spk rs. and 1\l;lo vac
Cassette deck. T ora! retail valu e S825
asking $550. Also, albums, mo . rl }:
rock-new S3; used S.50- 2.50. 25+977 l evenings before I 0:00 pm .

Apts & Houses
to Share
Roommate needed for Oec. l st, to
share 2 bedroom apt. with male- 112.mil e
from campus-central air-no depositRichard Davis, 971-7202.
Roommate wanted to share a 2
bedroom , I V2 bath townhouse. W/ W
carpeting, central air.- Male, 2 3,
Account Manager, grad student. SI 20
each. Bill Scholz -626-2136.

Automotive
.
VW Bus-completel y rebuilt
6:,
engine, ne.w inspection stick er, nice
_interior, air conditioned. S900. Call
877-1997
19 70 MGB-Excellent condition , low
mileage, overdrive. Asking SI 950 or
best offer. Must sell. Call afternoons or
evening, 985-1957 . Its a good buy ,
'68 Honda 305, rebuilt, bored out to·
350: Also '67 Cutlass convertable,
Pl S, FM, good running condition .
Call 985-1910.
Hy owner-'69 Plymouth Barracuda.
Less · than 20,000 miles. ln new
condition . Fully equipped. Power
steering, brakes. A/ T, RI H, a/ C.

POOR
FATIGUED
..- CON'CENTRATION? Pick up yo ur
1 ew rjres. $1750 872-8934
free symptom survey . torm. Free
PRIVATE I DIVIDUAL MUST
· nutrit.ional counseling. ·Try our 35
SELL: I 971 Datsun 5 IO wagon,
gram Protein "Smoothie". Monroe
automatic, radio, heater, like ·new,
Health Foods 11103 N . 56th Sr. TT ·
appointment 974-6593, ask for Jim in
988-5000 · 1¼ mi USF .
219.
Want some info, or just rap: We meet
VW 1971 Squareback, air, automatic
·. your n·eeds. Both Male and Female
transmission, radio, mint condition,
available. WOMEN'S LINE 974.less tha 18,000 mi ., still under waranty ,
2556, . HELPLI E 974-2555
S2400 cash. Phone evenings or
Leisurely Floridians-Group planned
weekend 935-0166 May be seen at
tours at reduced rates. So. America,
3115 Samara Dr. , Carrollw~od area,
Madrid. Dinner theaters, travelogues ,
Tampa.
Caribbean Cruises, Disney World, Las
1968 TRIUMPH TR250, red wire
Vegas. 257-1 471.
wheels, good condition, lo w mileage.
Must Sell, $1595 Call John 974-6366.
19 72 Toyota Corona 4 door. Excellent
Misc. for Sale
condition. Must sell. Jim 977-55 14.
Price is right. ·
- CHARCOAL PORTRAl1 :S make
good Christmas presents. 1 do them· 2-194 1 Packards and 1940 LaSalle
sedans. Call 949~1562.
from IO min1,1te photo sittings, fin ished
VW Engine, completely rebuilt with
in one week. $5, $10, $20 sizes. Special
extras, asking $225. Call 876-9157
family rates. Call Lois 238-4225 or
evenings .
238-48 71 ..
Puzzle Rings, 4 thru I 7 bands, sterling
silver, gold. Makes a fine gift, $8 and
Lost & Found
up. Contact: Tracy 971-0249 when
baseball
FOUND: Right-handed
· ,home. Christmas is near!
glove. · Identify to claim ownership .
Adventure, solitude. Cal 21 ' Sailboat
Call Steve Dewaay-Desoto Hall. 971completely equipped, perfect q uisin~
8534, leave message & phone number.
or racing for couple. # 3500. Financing
.
ayailable, 223-9094.
Lost-Standard Riff-Raff Pointer with·
large black spot on his left side and a
CHRIST MAS SPECIAL
dark head. Last seen Wed. ov . 8- on
SCUBA GEAR. Tank, reg., Lg .
USF campus. Any information
wetsuit, backpack, knife, wt. be}t, fin·s,
snorkel, mask, totebag. Exc_e llentcond.
PLEASE! 971-403 I ·
LOST: Black Poodle, female. Tues .
Cost New $386. Will sell as a set $250.
morning at l 3200-l 5th Sr.; Safety land
Ph. Mike 971-3401.
. R EWARD 971 3954
D N
This ·1s your LEVI' store. We have
denium & corduroys in regu lars &
·
For Rent
BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & western
hats. Only 10 min . from campus
Bermax Western Wear 8702 Nebraska . · Get on the wamng list for Dec.
ticcupancy at La Mancha Dos . I block
• Boys Model Raleigh 10 speed for sale.
from USF $75/ month (per person)
Like new $85. Phone 223~5185 if
including utilities. 971-0100.
interested, ask· for Karen.
Large new 2BR duplex , all paneled.
Motorcycles
Utility room, all electric, w/ w carpet,
AC. Water, garbage included. Temple
Scooters
Terrace area, $ 160. Petless. 255-8261.
1971 Honda CL450 Excellent running
URGENT-Must Sell by Dec. !condition, new battery and helmet .
Fontana Hall contract.Qtrs. II & lll.
$750 ,after 5 PM 932-5621,
Call Debi, 935-5100, 235-0921.
1.970 Yamaha 250 DT-1, low mile_~ge,
Travel
great condition. $450 or be§t offer. Call
-~ ·-.··
988~7991. .
Op ortunities
YAMAHA 350, Excellent cond. 1971
m
· ·
·
·
·
$5J5 or

&

.

Help Wanted
hift s;
~eypu ncher s"eve nin g
experienced Secretaries; clerk typis ts;
runner w/ reg. drivers lie. 8-5 M-Fri ;
top pay,' excellent benefits. 223-055 5,
Mrs. Wormser.
MEN OR WO,YJ E;\; wanted for
permanent part rime employment
rak ing inventory in grocery , drug Jnd
variety stores. Repl y R G IS In ventory
Speciaiisr, 5445 1'vlariner Street, Suire
no. 208, Tam~a, Florida, 33609.

""ivr'ANAGE 1EN1

SchOolgirla
RATED

Midnight

sex

Shows FRI. & SAT.

AT

MACDONALD 'S
Attention-Grad uates: Due to our rapid
expansion we have select openings for.
people who desire careers in fas t food
service. Good salary, gro up insurance,
paid vacations, profit sharing and a
chance to advance with # I . Contact
Mr. David in Clearwater, 44 7-3362.
PIZZA HUT at 3405 E. Hillsboro
Ave. neeqs 2 part-time pizza makers.
Must be over 2 I. Apply in person.
Sales Personnel , .Clerks, Stock bo ys ,
men & women, P-time & Full-rime.
Apply between 2-4 p.m. everyday at
Swiss Colony Store, Floriland Mall
'
Florida Ave. & Busch , Tampa.
Male type-Must be over 21. Wi ll ing to
work evenings 6-12. Various duties
(cleaning, cooking, counter service).
·
See Jerry, 8864 56th Sr.
Busboys and waitresses 21 & over.
Apply .Mrs. Mims after 4:30,
Causeway Inn South.
VACA T POSITIO SAT U.S.F.
T he following positions are robe filled:
Ill-$6300; *(2)
Secretary
*(6)
Secretary Il-$5556; *(3) Clerk Typist
I $4320; ~(2) Clerk Typist II-5040; *()
Clerk 1-$3959; *(2) Clerk II-$4800;
*(2) Clerk lll-$5556; Personnel Tech.
III-S l 0,398; Stock Clerk -$5040;
Medical Technologist 1-$7788; bb
Technician 1-$4802; (5) Lab
Technologist II-$ 73 71; Registered ·
Nurse-$7800; ' Computer Systems
Arialyst - 1-$9564; (2) Computer
System Analyst 11-$ 10,524; Computer
Operator 11 - 7176; Ke yp unch
Operator- 5556; Animal Technician
Supervisor 1-$6974; Space Analyst$7788; Safety Officer-$9166; T.V.
Studio Supervisor-$6974; Systems
Coordinator-$ 12,900; Boiler Operator
II-$6535; (2) Groundskeeper 1-$4364;
Custodial Worker.-$2027; Custodial
Worket-$4155; Trades Helper-$5032 ;
(*REQU IRE TEST! G)
For a daily up-date of vaacant
positions, call the J OB LI E 9.742879. Interested persons shou ld
contact Personnel Services for
determination of eligibility and
referral. THE UN IVERSITY OF .
SOUTH F LORIDA ISAN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Continuous Shows from 11 :45 AM

~-t"7'>1.!! See. U-4~-=-=----~

GREEN

Italian & Spanish Food
Quick Service - Hot To Go!

8710 40th St. -

SPANISH BEAN SOUP ........ , •. . ·... PT. 49<. - QT. 89<
BLACK BEAN SOUP . •. ....... ...... . PT. 39< - QT. 69<
SPAGHETTI SAUCE . , ... • . ..... . .. .. . PT. (serves 3) JJ. 19
QT. (serves 6) $2,29
.
HOT MEATBALL SANDWICH ........................ 59< .
ITALIAN MEATBALLS •... , •. , .•........... , ..... 20<ea.
DAILY MAQE SPECIAL DEVIL CRABS .... .... : .·..... 25<ea.
EVERY ORDER INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED - READY TO EAT!
"IF YOU TRY US ONCE, YOU 'RE HOOKED"
.
FAST, FAST SERVICE
·~

_______________,
N - , ! J ~ ~ ~N-,!J N-!'N-!lr+,!J ~ ~ N-!'N-!I

vs.

GOLD

See the ·Brahman team_do their thing.

'

s '
Can be converted for street use. 9494 705.

November 24 or · 25-Keep dri ver
AW AKE. Call Steve after 8 p.m. 9851508.

TV, Radio, Stereo

Musical
Instruments

MUST SELL: Fisher. 600-210 watt
amp.,Girrard SL9 5 turntable, with
· Empire cart, and 2 Fisher x p : 9 3- way
speakers. Original $1000 system for
only $500, 9.7 1~2456. evenings .

Gibson J-160E Flattop Acoustic
Guiter and case. Excellent condition .
Sunburst finish. Call 988-2019 after 6
p.m.

PH. 988-1394

1 ½ blks. South of Busch Blvd.
ALL FOOD HOT TO TAKE OUT AT
UNBELIEVABLE "LOW PRICES I
RICE ....... ..... .... 98<
YELLOW
&
BONELESS CHICKEN
,
SPAGHETTI with SUPERB ITALIAN SAUCE
& MEATBALL .... ·.. .. .... ......... .... ....... 98<
- ITALIAN STYLE BAKED CHICKEN with
POTATOES & SEDITA'S SPECIAL SAUCE ... . . ..... 98<
LASAGNA - LARGE PORTION ... .. .. ... ........ .. Jl'.29
All above orders include one piece of special garlic bread .
SPANISH BE.AN SOUP .... , ........... PT. 49< - QT.- 88<
BLACK BEAN SOUP ..... . : . •... .. . ......... . .. PT. 39 ~

t

9¥-5

·5 .

- .:-=,;:---~ ~

~

"SE[)llfl'S · til.TtfiErl"

Mobile Homes
19 70 12x60 Capella Mobile Home. 2
Bedrooms, central H / A with carpet
and exceptional furn. and appliances.
Low dn., assume $ 111 mo . 986-2824
after 6 p.m.
1972 Academy- Red Span. Im. 2
Bdrm/ I Bth - In nice park/ pool, pets
OK - 15 min. from USF. Assume my .
payments $97.00 Call 872-7001

STARTS
TODAY

.in the gym.

Sponsored by_~onhellenic and IFC

~-

,
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Faculty 'rights-·-__ ~ - - ~ continued from ·page 1

Another complaint concerns
providing faculty members
with reasons for termination in
writing·, if requested in writing.
Riggs said his policy is to
comply with such a request in
every instance, but admitted
that facu fty members don't
always receive prompt replies.
· In fact, delays of almost six
months between a · faculty·
member's written request and a
. reply from Riggs are not
unbeard of.
For . instance, some- faculty
members
got
termination
notices in June (the normaftime
for those employed more than
three years to receive one since
a year's notice is required) , but·
either have still not received.
one or resig'ned and left before
one ,was prepared.
Such a delay could present
. problems in the case of a.fa~ulty
member who has· . been

about an everyday job-i elated
employed less than two years,
·
since onl); six mon,ths' notice is problem.
According · to .the St~ff
required before · termination
Handbo·ok, procedures for
occurs.
.
Riggs said the reason for the filing a grievance unrelated to
delay is because he needs full something like termination can
data in order to · present the be found in the Personnel
reasons precisely. Some faculty Procedures Manual, available
members dispute the validity of in Special Collections of the
·
this reason, suggesting instead Library.
that he is per'1aps unsure ·of the
Examination of the manual
'right course of action and .however, shows that no such' .
stalling for time.
procedures are included fo~
Also, although a faculty . teaching_ and r~earch faculty,
member's . written request, but there is a form for career
along with any data he wishes service employees.
to supply, must be -submitted
Whether this omission is the
within IO days of notice of result· of neglect or of
termination, no time limits are something less is difficult to
pl;iced on the Administration's · determine, but the net effect of
another dead end for reasonable
.response.
T he problem of_ grievance redress 1s something · to
procedures is not confined to consider.
Next Tuesday: The second and
in v o Iv i n g
· p r'o c e d u' re s
· concluding section of the s~ries
terminations, but also includes
will focus on "hidden"
the procedures for such things· terminations - because of
as filing .a simple grievance

"

SALES - SERVICE - PAR·TS .

·.

Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only. Business!
ALSO "DEALERS ·1~ GREEVES A~D-DALESMAN
.

ft~

Good, Fast Service,
is our way
_of Jaying thanks .

::,r..,..-

14727 N. NEBRASKA AVE.

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING

MONDAY 9 TO 9
ClOSED SUNDAYS
WEEKDAYS 9 'TIL 6

PH-9.71-3633
Appointl'llents
Av■ilablt
Hours -

......._ ~.

D-,ily 9.·6
:·
Thurs. & Fri. 9-'7:30

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA ·

.

.

\

....,.

...

ree rom:
Iris·

·

This _unusual p~tch is light green satin on black velvet w_ith white stitched lettering.
Sew ,ton. Iron ,ton. Or turn it ·into an eye patch .
But however you wear it , wear it proudly.
You can get one free when you buy, 3 _bath size bars··of Irish Spring,
the manly deodorant soa,rthat _ladies-like too . See coupon . © ] 972 Colg o le -P.o lmolive Co .
..... , ,,1;'", i ,· ·· ,.-.

·:
.

·~ ,

.-~

;••>' · ,.. -- 1
.

' - - - - ·- - -

..

·1

I

.I
I
I

"Manly yes ... but ladies like it too"

• I

I
I

:i.

•

-

·'>M_ail 't~:·lris~· springPatchOffer' -:-.- - - - - - - - - - - - 7

,. . . ,,. r,o, l;l!)}C 768, Qarien , C-o.nn. 06820 ,
. Plea se 's"end me~
( q'uantity) ·.oJ,,tri i;.j, Sp~ing Patch(es) . I am ·enclos - I
Zih"g-t he-f ront 'pa Aels' ~ ith " Net W
t:: f)l.i¾ rki,~gs fr_q m ~ P,c\Ck?ges o(lrish I

I
NAM"-'----:----:-------------- II

Spring (bath si ze only) for each pat_ch ordered. Allow 2 to 4 weeks.

COLLEGE----------------""----

.

I
II
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBE8 31 , 1973.
(ReQu i red)
I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
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